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NYCL - Constitution 

NYCL Mission & Vision 

National Youth Cricket League (NYCL), vision is to create a forum which shares 

knowledge, information to all those associated with youth cricket and create opportunities 

for kids across various age group and locations play the game with a wider audience.  

Today youth cricket is spread across country and get very minimal information sharing or 

opportunities to play beyond their club games or regional clubs. Our goal is to start with a 

national level tournament so kids have an event to look forward to and compete against 

variety of skills across the country. Getting an opportunity to see the talent across country 

and where they stand individually will help these kids immensely in improving their own 

game.  

 

NYCL will further plan and create a lot more regular and structured initiatives for kids across 

country so that they can develop into professionals who can represent USA cricket when 

opportunity arrives. 

 

 

NYCL Event Hosting 

The bid to host NYCL Event has to be submitted formally to NYCL by 1st April of current 

year, to host the event in following year.  The bid must be submitted in writing to NYCL for 

Review and consideration. 

 

Host Primary Responsibilities: 

 The host will absorb the entire facility expenses, insurances related to facility, etc. 

 The host must submit a detailed expense list for the event along with the bid. 

 The host must also provide the ground address with a picture of the ground along 

with estimate. NYCL will decide what charges should be applied per team for each 

event based on cost estimates and other expenses. 

 The host will have to recruit umpires, scorers and other preliminary volunteers to 

conduct the event.  

 The host must strive to provide discounts to visitors on stay and meal. 

 The host can charge minimum fee for arranging banquets. 

 Any sponsorship collected on the name of the event, must be used for the event.  

 Host will sign hosting agreement for each event. Agreement will list responsibilities 

applicable for that particular host and event.  

 



Communication: 
All the communication with NYCL Members will be conducted by NYCL Representative.  

The host must not bypass NYCL.  NYCL will also maintain the records of all communication to 

ensure there is clarity and understanding among all the teams. 

 

The teams are also requested not to bypass NYCL and start communicating with host directly 

unless directed.  Any team grievance with regard to the host must be formally sent to NYCL. 

 

Any questions/clarifications must be sent to NYCL in an email for book keeping. 

 

No mass email to be send/created with an attempt to disrupt the proceedings of the event, 

or to tarnish the image of NYCL Volunteers and/or Committee.  Such behavior will not be 

tolerated and the guilty person or team will be removed from NYCL group. 

 

Member/Players Guidelines: 
Each NYCL Event will have Rules/Guidelines that will be published before the Teams 

formally register.  The team manager/coaches/players are required to read these 

guidelines and abide by it.  Any clarification in regard to the rules document can be made 

by NYCL Representative. 

 

NYCL Reserves the right to make an exception to a rule based on the situation and 

circumstance.  

 

The Schedule for the event must be published in advance, and any update must be 

communicated to the impacted team prior to update being made. 

  

Member/Players Non-solicitation: 
To protect participating clubs from solicitation of players NYCL will check players list 

submitted by each club. Players representing a particular club will have to obtain a no 

objection certificate from its previous club for representing in new club within period of 2 

years from previous NYCL event attended. 

 

 

Conflict/Grievance: 

Level 1:   

NYCL Representative will try and resolve the conflict one on one. 

Level 2:   

NYCL Executive Committee will try and resolve the conflict by discussion. 

Level 3:   

NYCL Executive Committee will do a voting to come on a resolution. 



 
 Level 3 is final level and decision is binding on all members.  Every NYCL Members is 

committed to respect the NYCL Representatives and its constitution in all matters. 

 

 

 

 

NYCL Committee & Role Definition: 

 

NYCL managing committee will comprise of no more than 5 individuals.  This committee 

will be defined in December month of a calendar year and will be the primary decision 

making body for the following year. Being on Managing committee is more of a 

responsibility and commitment, and the member commits to be involved in all meetings and 

discussion in the year and also accept to fulfill all responsibilities delegated to him/her with 

sincerity and dedication. 
  

Primary Committee Roles: 

 Lead the organization  

 Communication & Documentation 

 Financial Transparency 

 Marketing Manager 

 Website & Face Administrator 

 

Committee member can voluntarily resign from its position at any time by a formal written 

notification to the committee Chairperson.   

 
The Host Organization will appoint a Tournament Commissioner who will be a single point 

of contact between the NYCL Functional Committee and the Host until the completion of the 

event. 
 

 

Lawsuits & Legal Actions: 

 

NYCL is not a federally registered organization.  It’s a forum to bring various youth cricket 

organizations across United States together and promote the sport of cricket. The host 

organization must  carry the liability insurance for the facilities, and the individual players, 

coaches, manages, spectators must carry their individual medical & other insurances in case 

of injury or damage to their property.  NYCL, its volunteers, committee members, group are 

not liable for any injury or damage.    
 

 

 

Constitution Amendments:  

 



All Amendments to constitution must be discussed, documented and approved by the 

executive committee and a Revision history must be maintained at the bottom of this 

document. 

 

Revision History: 

The following table lists the revision history of this document: 

Author Date Revision Description 

Priya Singh 11/01/2014 Initial Draft.  

Priya Singh 02/07/2015 Added the followings: 

 NYCL Committee & Role Definition 

 Lawsuits & Legal Actions 

 Constitution Amendments 

Priya Singh 02/12/2015 Updated NYCL Logo  

Priya Singh 02/12/2015 Document Baseline. 

Gopal Samant 12/15/2015 Added Member/Players Non-solicitation  

 

 


